
 
 

My work aims to investigate the existing and potential systems of knowledge that are 

used to understand and explain liminal spaces. The foundation and purpose of any system of 

language is to give a method of organization to the inherently unsystematic things that are 

resistant to organization– abstract concepts of the self (both corporeal and mental), space, time, 

the divine, and interpersonal communication. In this way, I define language as not just the 

words and gestures that comprise our spoken and written vocabulary, but also structures of 

scientific understanding, spiritual understanding, theatricality, conceptual structures like 

symbols and metaphors– all of which contribute common collective knowledge. All of these 

devices are rather crude means of compression– words compress concepts, science and religion 

compress the unknown, and theatre compresses space, time, people, and relationships into a flat 

singular plane. Every system of compression is ultimately a mirror, and through these 

refractions we can begin to make out a rough picture of ourselves, beings who carry their 

corporeal presence, spirituality, concepts, and relationships on their shoulders like weights. All 

of this compression is absolutely essential in order to anchor drifting ideas, but these systems 

must be questioned and investigated lest we begin to associate them too inseparable from Truth. 

This is why my practice ultimately aims to study the frameworks of these languages. I am 

more interested in the structures of narratives, methods of communication, and methods of 

understanding than the specifics, just as houses of different architectural adornments share 

common wooden studs– to the delight of the engineer. At the moment in my practice, I am 

learning to consider myself an engineer, creating in every medium approachable (from film to 

drawing to poetry) the codexes of understanding and knowledge which provide the unseen 

structures of our world perception, both as individuals and as a collective. Every artwork is 

coded in systems of language, whether it is aware of it or not, and I choose within my practice to 

study the coding mechanisms as much as the code itself. All systems of language are thin strings 

between arbitrarily drawing lines that separate concepts, and providing useful containers to 

store eons of accumulated meanings, contexts, and ideas within them– and this is why I strive to 

respectfully understand as many of these systems as possible, whether historic or modern, 

accepted and estranged, physical or metaphysical, to experimentally do some detangling, 

weaving, and braiding. 

The theory about these systems of language is a pump, which propels ideas up from the 

depths of cultural memory out into the light shed by investigation and precise study. Art made 

surrounding this theory is the basin which catches these fluid ideas and provides them with a 

physical container to occupy and a means of re-circulation. Without the delicate assembly of 

these two elements, the pump would spout directionless into the air, and the basin would sit 

beautiful but hollow with its unused potential to hold important things. In an attempt to explain 

my reasoning for the necessity in my practice for both abstract theory and visual art making, I 

have come to the realization that I best describe myself as a fountain-builder, assembling the 

complete mechanism that allows these ideas to properly circulate with both adequate propulsion 

and necessary formal and decorative structure.  


